Issue 91, 12 June 2012

Europe puzzle
I hope you all had a good break over the long weekend. I'm now back after having spent two weeks in
Italy and I've made some observations about the current situation in Europe in today's report.
Also in the Switzer Super Report, we name four health stocks worth considering and review Seek's new
fixed-interest hybrid security. Plus, we have the weekly broker wrap of buys, sells and holds, and we
explain the strategy involved in salary sacrificing into super. Have a great week!
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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When will the stock market recover?
by Peter Switzer
After spending two weeks in Italy and seeing that the
underlying economy and the consumer are showing
signs of life that Frank Lowy of Westfield and Paul
Zahra at David Jones would swap their back teeth for,
it brings us back to the prime reason why our stocks
are being challenged – European leadership. That
means we are in the hands of politicians for the next
few months and in that time I believe there is a good
chance some progress will be made to help stocks in
the last quarter of the year.

requested a bailout, which then led to the rejection of
the national leadership. Rajoy would like the
European Central Bank (ECB) to look after the banks,
but the central bank thinks a bailout that includes the
Spanish Government is required.

To look at the immediate future, let’s do a geography
tour around the world to see what we should be
looking out for.

China

Greece
The first stop has to be Greece where, next Sunday,
the Greeks will vote. Older Greeks are becoming wary
of the radical parties with some remembering the
period of Nazi occupation and this is helping the case
for a coalition government that will stick with the
euro. If this happens, the market will respond
positively, but vice versa applies, hence the
importance of the poll.
Spain
That said, the European Union (EU) is worried about
a standoff result and that’s why it has been trying to
get Spain to request help for a bank bailout, which
Spain did at the weekend. The Spanish leader,
Mariano Rajoy, has had a shocker handling the
banking fiasco, which has led to a local, well-known
journalist suggesting a wax dummy of the PM shows
more ability. “It’s hard to know which is the authentic
one,” wrote Juan José Millás.
Others say he is “leading from the back,” but he is
trying to prevent Spain copping the tough love – fiscal
austerity – that the Greek Government got when it

However, Standard & Poor’s think Spain’s banks will
have losses of €140 billion by the end of 2013. And
now the EU wants Spain sorted before the Greek
election in case some damage control is needed.

Next to China where a slowdown is happening, which
has prompted the central bank to cut interest rates by
0.25% for the first time in four years. Also, the latest
inflation readings have come in better than expected
with May’s reading at 3% compared to April at 3.4%.
It was 6.5% last July. This coincides with slower
industrial output, which was 9.6% against an
expectation of 9.9%. The lower inflation gives China
more scope to cut rates if needed.
Clearly China is affected by Europe’s plight, as Europe
is the biggest customer for its exports. However, the
Chinese have plenty of ammunition to kick-start their
economy by the last quarter of this year.
United States
Now to the USA where the euro-drama’s impact on
the American economy is starting to worry Obama’s
presidential re-election team.
The data has been mixed, but tending towards a
slower economy than was expected three months ago.
In fact, this week’s retail figures are expected to come
in on the low side in May at 0.2% and economists are
blaming the stubbornly high unemployment rate,
which is now 8.2%, which would be a knockout figure
for Obama if it does not improve soon.
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Only last week Obama gave EU officials a gentle
broadside telling them that cutting spending and
excessive austerity was counterproductive. He
recommended pro-growth policies. Luckily for the
President, he has his central banker, Ben Bernanke,
waiting and watching in the wings, and he will move
on QE3 (quantitative easing three) if Europe gets
worse over the next month.
The bottom line
Our best case scenario is that the EU’s €100 billion
(A$127.76 billion) bailout of Spain’s banks restores
confidence, followed by a good election outcome in
Athens next Sunday; meanwhile, China follows the
script of reigniting growth, which will mean there’s no
need for the Yanks to print more money.
Of course, this wish list is no certainty and that’s why
stock markets are so jumpy and will remain so until
European leaders sort out their mess.
I think the last quarter of 2012 will bring better
market outcomes for investors, but I’d love it to show
up a whole lot earlier. We’re in the hands of those
damn EU leaders again!
Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice.
Anyone should, before acting, consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to
their objectives, financial situation and needs and, if
necessary, seek professional advice.
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Four healthcare stock recommendations
by George Boubouras
The healthcare sector is a traditional defensive sector.
Defensive cash flows through all stages of an
economic cycle as revenue and profits, in general,
should be immune to shorter-term market cycles. In
times of elevated market volatility, the demand for
the defensive earnings streams tend to increase.

Clearly, one can see from the expected dividend yields
that the sector is not a dividend strategy. As for the
33% dividend target for Sigma Pharmaceutical, this is
clearly suggesting to investors to be cautious.
Table 1: Basic health check on 10 Healthcare
stocks

The healthcare sector is not generally a
yield/dividend strategy from an investor’s
perspective. The investment rationale is primarily to
buy future defensive earnings that grow over time but
are less volatile than the broader market.
The sector is increasingly important as the emerging
economies become wealthier and therefore the
demand for better, more improved healthcare is the
natural progression. Therefore, the key is to invest in
healthcare providers that have quality products with
global leverage.
Risk
There is one risk in particular that can impact and
challenge the defensive cash flows of this sector:
government regulation or a major change in policy
can alter the outlook. For example, the pathology
sector domestically has gone through many changes
since 2007 as the defensive nature of these cash flows
have been diminished with changes in government
policy.

Recommendations
There are four Buy recommendations in the sector.
CSL limited (CSL), Primary Healthcare (PRY),
Resmed (RMD) and interestingly, a small cap
company Sirtex (SRX). Both CSL and Resmed have
featured in our various portfolios over the past year.

Table 1 shows 10 healthcare stocks from small cap
through to large cap exposures that represent
different aspects of the sector. I’ve summarised the
basic metrics and include both the UBS and broader
consensus market outlook with buy, hold or sell
ratings with a one-year price target.

We recently took profits in CSL in our UBS Wealth
Management Core Equity Defensive portfolio due to
its strong share price performance since September
last year, but it remains well supported and, of note,
there are no sell recommendations from any research
house. It is a great company that should be
accumulated on any price correction.

The metrics used in the table are not exhaustive, but
are a good summary of the market’s view on the
outlook, or health, of various stocks going forward.

George Boubouras, is the Head of Investment
Strategy & Consulting, UBS Wealth Management,
Australia.
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Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice.
Anyone should, before acting, consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to
their objectives, financial situation and needs and, if
necessary, seek professional advice.
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Review: Seek releases a new fixed-rate hybrid
by Paul Rickard
Seek, Australia’s leading online employment
classifieds business, is the latest company to join the
list of hybrid issuers.
While most of the issues in the past 12 months have
been floating rate issues, this issue differs because it
promises the ‘yield seeker’ a fixed rate of return – a
minimum of 8.6% (grossed up) for the first five years.
A top 100 company, Seek dominates the online
employment market in Australia with a market share
of more than 70%, and its increase in net profit since
listing has seen its market capitalisation rise to $2.2
billion. More recently, it has diversified into
education and training services, and international
online employment businesses in identified growth
markets.
The Australian and New Zealand employment
businesses generated $75 million of Seek’s $90
million EBITDA (earnings before interest, tax,
depreciation and amortisation) for the first half year
of 2011/12, with education providing $6 million and
the international division $9 million.

While the notes are perpetual, Seek (at its option)
may call the notes after five years by electing to
redeem them in full or convert them into ordinary
shares (at an effective 2.5% discount to the then
market price).
If Seek doesn’t call the notes, the margin is increased
by a further 2% (effectively from a gross rate of 5% to
a gross rate of 7%), and the notes then pay a
distribution that floats over the 180-day bank bill
rate. A dividend stopper is also applied, which
prevents Seek from paying dividends to its ordinary
shareholders.
The institutional book build will set the final margin.
Based on the current five-year swap rate and a
guaranteed minimum rate of 8.6%, the final interest
rate for the first five years is likely to be in the range
of 8.6% to 8.9%.
Details of the issue are as follows:

The issue
Seek is raising $125 million via the issue of the notes,
which are subordinated and unsecured. The proceeds
will be used to reduce in part Seek’s existing
syndicated debt facility, and to provide flexibility to
fund further investment in international businesses.
The notes will be treated as ‘equity’ in the company’s
balance sheet, and will pay a distribution that is
expected to be fully franked. While the margin and
rate are described on a gross basis, the actual
distribution will be adjusted for the tax effect. This
means that for the first five years, investors should
expect a minimum fixed fully franked distribution of
6.02% per annum (8.6% x 0.70), paid half yearly.
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opportunities at this sort of margin.
What I don’t like
At $125 million, this issue is small by market
standards, so expect limited secondary market
liquidity. Also, the jury is out about Seek’s move
offshore and its diversification into training and
education services.
Any perpetual structure is also a negative, however
you have to expect that the dividend stopper and step
up margin are pretty big incentives for Seek’s Board
to protect the interest of note holders and ensure that
the notes are called at the first opportunity.
Bottom Line
In a diversified portfolio of fixed income securities, a
small investment in Seek makes sense. This is up the
risk spectrum from some of the other hybrids out
there, so any investment should be commensurate
with the risk.
Hurry for Heritage Bank Retail Bonds

What I like about it
Seek’s strong track record and dominant market
position in Australia are key positives. While exposed
to a slowdown in employment and new competitor
risk, Seek is relatively lightly geared. The product
disclosure statement (PDS) points out that post the
issue, Seek’s pro-forma interest cover ratio is
7.7-times, and its leverage ratio
(borrowings/EBITDA) is 1.1. While these numbers are
a little disingenuous (as equity is replacing debt – and
still needs to be ‘serviced’), the bottom line is that
they are reasonably strong metrics.

This issue is due to close tomorrow (Wednesday) at
5.00pm. At 7.25% fixed for five years, this rate is now
well above the market, so be quick (you might not get
much more than a minimum application). See
www.heritage.com.au.
Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice.
Anyone should, before acting, consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to
their objectives, financial situation and needs and, if
necessary, seek professional advice.

We also like the margin, particularly at the higher
end. No doubt, Seek would have to pay more to its
Bank’s than the rate it is offering to investors with
this issue. The problem though is we are not seeing
too many other fixed-interest investment
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The broker wrap: downgrades increase
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
Changes to stockbroker ratings in the past
week

the current tough aluminium market conditions mean
there is a lack of positive catalysts to drive the share
price shorter-term. The broker is also concerned
margin pressure could see dividends cut.
RBS Australia has lowered earnings forecasts and its
price target for Billabong (BBG) on the view its new
management should be able to run the business more
appropriately going forward. As well, RBS sees good
relative value in the stock following recent share price
weakness and so has upgraded it to a Buy.
UBS has upgraded DuluxGroup (DLX) to Buy
following the pre-release of full-year earnings from
potential target Alesco (ALS). The Alesco result
showed enough for UBS to estimate that a successful
acquisition by Dulux would be around 7% earnings
accretive, while recent share price moves have
improved the value offering at current levels.

Changes in broker ratings over the past week have
returned to the recent trend of downgrades
outnumbering upgrades, with the eight brokers in the
FNArena database lifting just five ratings while
cutting 11 recommendations. Total Buy ratings now
stand at 49.07%.
Upgrades
Alumina Ltd (AWC) was one to be upgraded, with
BA Merrill Lynch lifting it to Neutral while suggesting
news Chinalco is to cut output will be a positive in
terms of bringing the global aluminium market into
better balance. Other positives for the stock in the
broker’s view are some improvements on costs and
value following recent share price weakness.
However, views on Alumina Ltd were not all positive,
with JP Morgan downgrading it to Sell on the view

Following changes to oil price assumptions, JP
Morgan has adjusted its model for Woodside
(WPL), the result being a modest increase in price
target. With improved valuation support, the broker
has upgraded it to Buy.
Downgrades
The changes to JP Morgan’s expectations were not
positive across the sector, as both Aurora Oil and
Gas (AUT) and Beach Energy (BPT) were
downgraded to Sell on changes to earnings
expectations and price targets stemming from the
revised oil price forecasts.
On the downgrades side of the ledger, Ten Network
(TEN) was the only stock to suffer multiple
downgrades with both BA-ML and UBS cutting
ratings to Sell. The changes follow the decision by Ten
Network to raise capital for programming and to
strengthen the balance sheet.
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UBS suggests the stock is now expensive at current
levels given a soft earnings outlook, while BA-ML’s
view is the attempt to copy Seven’s (SWM)
strategy isn’t working and a return to being a low cost
broadcaster would be appropriate. Targets and
earnings for Ten Network were cut across the market
on news of the capital raising.

per share

While Alesco’s pre-released earnings were reasonably
well received, recent share price moves have the stock
trading in line with valuation for Deutsche Bank. As a
result, the broker’s rating is downgraded to Neutral.
Macquarie was also busy with downgrades during the
week, cutting Echo Entertainment (EGP),
Qantas (QAN) and Telecom New Zealand (TEL)
to Neutral.
For Echo, a trading update saw Macquarie revise
earnings forecasts and price target down modestly. A
takeover could see a valuation of around $5.00 but
this suggests somewhat limited upside.
Qantas also lowered earnings guidance and
Macquarie cut its numbers and price target
accordingly (as did almost everyone else in the
market). While seeing value at current levels,
Macquarie sees few catalysts to suggest a share price
rebound shorter-term for the Flying Kangaroo.
Increased competition remains an issue for Telecom
New Zealand in Macquarie’s view, as is an apparent
lack of clear growth drivers. With this in mind,
valuation is fair rather than attractive in the broker’s
view.

Note: FNArena monitors eight leading stockbrokers
on a daily basis. They are: BA-Merrill Lynch, Citi,
Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, JP Morgan, Macquarie,
RBS and UBS.
Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice.
Anyone should, before acting, consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to
their objectives, financial situation and needs and, if
necessary, seek professional advice.

Macquarie downgraded Stockland (SGP) to Sell,
suggesting the stock is now over-valued given
consensus earnings forecasts appear too high for the
medium term. A review of assumptions sees minor
cuts to earnings estimates.
Telstra (TLS) shares have enjoyed a solid run in
recent months and in RBS Australia’s view this
reflects greater comfort with respect to future cash
flows. The share price gains have probably run their
course suggests the broker, who downgrades to a
Hold from Buy on valuation grounds.
Changes to earnings forecasts (EF) in cents
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Salary sacrificing into super the right way
by Tony Negline
Salary sacrificing into super is a great way to save on
tax for most taxpayers. But like anything to do with
the tax system, you’ve got to tread carefully and
make sure you’ve got ‘all your ducks lined up’,
otherwise you may find you end up paying more tax
than intended.

Salary sacrifice contributions are technically
employer contributions and therefore count towards
your Concessional Contribution Cap, which is
$25,000 for everyone as of 1 July 2012. Over the years
I have answered this question hundreds of times from
people who are confused by this point.

How does it work?

When working out how much you want to salary
sacrifice, you must take into account the compulsory
super contributions your employer is going to make
so that your total employer contributions don’t exceed
your Concessional Contribution Cap. (Don’t forget to
factor in any increases to your employer-paid
contributions for overtime and other temporary pay
increases that you might receive.)

Salary sacrifice is best explained by an example.
Suppose you’re paid a $100,000 salary. You might
ask your employer to put $10,000 of that straight into
your super (separate to the compulsory 9% of your
salary your employer already contributes), meaning
you only take home the remaining $90,000 as salary.
This strategy, which has certain tax benefits, is called
‘salary sacrifice’ because you forego salary so you can
save for your retirement.
In this example, the tax saving arises because the
$10,000 super contribution is taxed at the rate of 15%
available to super funds instead of your marginal tax
rate (which would be 37% for someone on that
income). It also reduces your Medicare Levy and, if
relevant, Flood Levies because the amount sacrificed
into super is not assessable in your personal tax
return.

Have you been paid?
Any salary sacrifice agreement you have must relate
to income that hasn’t been ‘earned’. For example,
suppose early in the financial year your employer
unexpectedly awards you a $20,000 bonus. If you
asked your employer to make a salary sacrifice
contribution with that bonus after it had been earned,
then that would fall foul of this rule.

Three common problem areas

If your salary sacrifice arrangement deals with
‘earned remuneration’, then you’ll be deemed to have
been paid this salary and will owe tax on that income.

The areas that cause problems with salary sacrifice
arrangements can be boiled down to three key areas:

Also note, these salary sacrifice arrangements need to
be in writing.

employment awards and agreements,
including your salary sacrifice agreement
itself;
the timing of salary sacrifice contributions;
and
excess contribution tax issues.
Watch the cap

Your employer must make sure that any salary
sacrifice agreement it signs with you doesn’t cause it
to breach any relevant employment agreement, award
or instrument. For example, you may be employed
under an Industrial Award (you and your employer
may not even be aware of this), which specifies the
minimum wage you can be paid. Your employer can’t
allow you to reduce your salary, using salary sacrifice,
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below that minimum wage.
Time it right
The next issue we need to address is the timing of
salary sacrifice contributions.

prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice.
Anyone should, before acting, consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to
their objectives, financial situation and needs and, if
necessary, seek professional advice.

Employers have to pay their 9% Super Guarantee
contributions within 28 days of the end of each
quarter. The four quarters end on 31 March, 30 June,
30 September and 31 December. For example, the 31
March contributions have to be made by 28 April.
Many salary sacrifice agreements don’t specify when
these contributions will be made, and this has the
potential to cause problems.
Suppose that in one financial year, your employer
makes five-quarters worth of Super Guarantee
contributions plus your salary sacrifice contributions.
In this case, the total contributions made by your
employer are likely to exceed your Concessional
Contribution Cap for that financial year.
Let’s look at an example. Assume you are 54 years
old, earn $130,000 per annum and $15,000 of this is
going to be salary sacrificed. Each quarter your
employer will make $2,587.50 in Super Guarantee
contributions. Five quarters of this contribution plus
your $15,000 salary sacrifice contribution is
$27,937.50, which is above your Concessional
Contribution Cap of $25,000 for 2012/13.
Get it in writing
The bottom line is that your written salary sacrifice
agreement should specify when an employer will
make these contributions and that you’ll be formally
informed – say via your payroll slip – when it is
actually paid.
You should also remember that if you earn more than
$45,750 in any quarter ($183,000 per annum), then
your employer only needs to contribute 9% of that
amount – they don’t need to pay the Super Guarantee
on your full salary above this limit. By reducing your
employer’s Super Guarantee contributions, you might
be able to make more salary sacrifice contributions.
Important information: This content has been
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The week ahead
Australia
Tuesday 12 June: Lending finance figures (April)
Tuesday 12 June: Credit & debit card statistics (April)
Tuesday 12 June: NAB business survey (May)
Wednesday 13 June: Consumer confidence (June)
Thursday 14 June: Detailed labour statistics (May)
Overseas
Tuesday 12 June: US Export & import prices (May)
Wednesday 13 June: US Retail trade (May)
Wednesday 13 June: US Producer prices (May)
Thursday 14 June: US Consumer prices (May)
Friday 15 June: US Industrial production (May)
Friday 15 June: US Consumer sentiment (June)

Did you know?
Term deposit rates have fallen considerably in recent weeks. You can compare the rates of popular term deposits
on our website.

Hurry for Heritage Bank Retail Bonds
The Heritage Bank Retail Bonds issue is due to close tomorrow (Wednesday) at 5.00pm. At 7.25% fixed for five
years, this rate is now well above the market, so be quick (you might not get much more than a minimum
application). See www.heritage.com.au for more info.
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